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CHAPrER I 
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNIT 
1. Statement of the Problem 
The problem.-- This paper is concerned with the 
organization and the classroom presentation of a unit of 
work in the field of geography at the junior-high-school 
~vel. It is an attempt to apply the basic principles of 
unit organization andr:.teaching procedures advocated in 
. y 
Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching, and the 
course in the Unit Method at Boston University, under the 
direction of Professor Roy 0. Billett. 
2 • . The Situation 
The pupils.-- The unit was developed for twenty-eight 
seventh-grade pupils. Twelve of the pupils were boys and 
sixteen were girls. The chronological ages ranged from 
el9 ven years ten months to fourteen years nine months. 
(Table 1.) 
From cwnulative records, the intelligence quotients 
and teacher's marks were obtained. The range of intelligence 
quotients was from seventy-one to one hundred nineteen with 
1/ Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary School 
T"eaehing, Houghton MII'flin Company, Boston, 1940, p. 505. 
-1-
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Table 1. Chronological Ages of the Pupils 
Age in Years ft 1 
and Months !t 
(1) 
Frequency 
(2) 
13-7 to 14-11............. 10 
13-2 to 16-6.............. 1 
13-9 to 13-1.............. 3 
12-4 to 12-8.~............ 8 
11-11 to 12-3............. 4 
11-6 to 11-10 •••••••••••.•• 
1 
__ ..;.2::;..._ __ _ 
Total •••••••••••••••••• 
Range 3-1 
Median 13-2 
!/Ages as of September 1, 1950 
a mean of ninety-two. (Table 2.) 
" 
28 
The teacher's marks were taken from the previausyears 
-
work in geography. Since these marks were given in letter 
2: 
form, an accurate mean could not be determined. The reading 
level of each pupil was nbt recorded in their cumulative 
records and the California mental maturity test that each 
student took last year was not available. The pupils' home 
environment is below average in comparison with the home 
environment of pupils in other sections of the city. 
The district in which the school is located consists . 
mainly of Italians. Two of the pupils' parents are unable 
to speak or write tbe English language. One third of the 
pupils speak both Italian and English in their homes. 
Table 2. Intelligence Quotients and Previous Marks of the 
Pupils in Geography 
Pupil Intelli- Previous Pupil Intelli- Previous 
gence Marks . genee Marks 
Quotient Grade 6 Quotient lfrade 6 
, 
{lJ T2T {3) {l) (2) ~)_ 
1 •••••••• 119 A 15 •••••• 86 E 
2 •••••••• 117 B 16 •••••• 86 c 
3 •••••••• 107 c 17 •••••• 84 E 
4 •• •••••• 105 A 18 •••••• 83 c 
5 •••••••• 104 c 19 •••••• 82 D-
6 •••••••• 101 A- 20 •••••• 78 c 
7 •••••••• 101 c 21 •••••• 76 c 
a •••••••• 100 D 22 •••••• 76 D 
9 •••••••• 99 B 23 •••••• 74 c-
10 •••••••• 98 c,t. 24 •••••• 72 D-
11 •••••••• 95 A 25 •••••• 71 c 
12 •••••••• 93 D 26 •••••• 
-
D-
13 •••••••• 93 B 27 •••••• 
- -
14 •••••••• 89 c- 28 •••••• 
- -
3 
The occupations of the parents vary little in 
classification. They are mainly semi-skilled and unskilled 
in nature. Five of the parents are truck drivers, two are 
store clerks, three are laborers, two are electrician's 
·-
helpers, four are foundry workers, two are plumber's helpers, 
two are mail-carriers, one is an upholsterer, one is an 
office worker, one is a salesman and one is a home worker. 
The classroom.-- The classroom is thirty-three feet 
long, twenty-three feet wide and twelve feet in height. 
One end of the room contains a blackboard while the 
opposite end contains a clothes closet and book closet used 
4 
as a classroom library. One side is of asbestos siding and 
is used as a bulletin board. The remaining side contains 
six standard size windows with two sets of window shades. 
One set designed for use in showing motion picuures. 
Thirty-two movable desks and <~hairs, one reading table, a 
teacher's desk and chair, one standard four-drawer metal 
filing cabinet, a physical-pol! tical wall map of the world, 
agricultural and physical-political maps of the United 
States, one world globe and a projection screen go to make 
up the furnishings of the room. (Figure 1.) 
Before the unit was taught the classroom furniture w,as 
rearranged. (Figure 2.) The movable desks ... and chairs w.ere 
placed together forming a table. The filing cabinet, 
teacher's desk and reading table were moved to the rear of 
the room next to the library. Heavy cardboard w.as tacked 
along the asbestos wall to make a bulletin board that 
extended the entire side of the room. 
Duplicating facilities.-- The school has a clinb room 
two doors down from the classroom which contains a modern 
hand-operated mimeograph machine, a chemical ditto machine, 
a typewriter, paper, stencil equipment, motion picture 
machine and a film strip projector. Since the school 
employs a full time clerk, much of the stencil cutting and 
mimeographing is done by her. 
The course.-- Each pupil is supplied with the same 
7 
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Figure 1. The Traditional Classroom 
Key: 
_1. Blackboard 6. Book Closet 
2. Projection Screen 7. Clothes Closet 
3. Teacher's Desk s. Bulletin Board 
4. Reading Table 9. Pupil's Desks 
5. Windows 10. Filing Ba'llinet 
5 
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~ 
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Figure 2. The Same Classroom Rearranged 
for the Teaching of the Unit. 
Key: 
1. Blackboard 6. Reading Table 
2. Projection Screen 7. Filing Cabinet 
3. Pupil's Desks 8. Teacher's Desk 
4. Windows 9. Clothes Closet 
5. Book Closet 10. Bulletin Board 
6 
7 . 
textbook. In the seventh-grade situation the textbook or 
the course is OUR WORLD TODAY, ASIA, LATIN AMERICA, UNITED 
!I STATES. The entire school year is devoted to the study or 
geography. Classes meet four days a week for forty-five 
minute periods. 
Testing.-- A teacher-built test was administered as ~ 
pretest. The pupils were informed at the beginning that the 
results of the test had no bearing on their fina+ grade. 
The same test was given as the final test to determine the 
gain for each pupil on the unit. 
JJstull, Deforest and H~tch, R. ·w., OUR WORLD TODAY, ASIA., 
LATIN AMERICA, UNITED STATES, Allyn & Bacon .. Company, New 
York, 1947. 
CHAPTER II 
UNIT OF LEARNING 
1/ 
General Statement of the unit.--- The great American 
~orest had much to do with the early growth of our country. 
Lumbering, conservation and by-products of lumber have 
played a vital role in the lives of millions of people 
through the United States since the early settJe rs first 
set foot on this great land of ours. 
. . gj 
The delimitation of the unit.-- 1. Lumber operations 
by the early settlers of America were confined mainly to the 
clearing of land for homes and farming. Lumber operations 
in New England were mainly for the purpose of shipbuilding. 
The pine tree being most suitable because of its lightness 
and great strength. 
2. The forests of our country are divided into five 
regional areas and the lumber obtained from each area is 
different in specie. 
a. The northern forest area extends from Maine west-
ward to Minnesota. 
1/R oy 0. Billett, ~F~u~n~d~a~m~e..;.;;n,.tr:a~l::-:is~o~f;-.Sr-,eO:-c-r.o~n;;.;;.d~ar;;..y"""'"'?iS.~c.;;.;h;.;;o...;;o..;;;l;__;;T;...;e;..;;· a;;..;c;..;;h.;;.;i;.;n;.;;wg, 
~0ughton ~ifflin Company, Boston, 1940, p. 505. 
g/Ibid, p. 505. 
-8-
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(1) White pine is the most important tree harvested. 
(2) Lumbering is carried on in the winter because 
logs are most easily transported over fDozen 
ground. 
b. The central hardwood forest area extends through 
many states in the eastern and central parts of 
our country. 
{1) Oak, chestnut, elm hickory, ash and beech 
are found in these forests. 
(2) More than four fifths of our hardwood forests 
have already been cut down. 
c. The southern forest belt covers the !tlantic and 
Gulf coastal plains from New Jersey to Texas. 
(1) Cypress, gum, magnolia and yellow pine are 
lumbered in this area. 
(2) Since t cere is no snow, sleds cannot be used • . 
The hauling of logs is done by cartwheels and 
temporary railroads. 
d. The Rocky Mountain area extends from Arizona 
northward into Canada. 
{1) Western yellow pine, spruce and red cedar are 
the principal trees. 
(2) Only about one fourth of the timber in the 
Rocky Mountain forest has been removed. 
e. The Pacific forest area extends from California 
10 
northward through Oregon and Washington. 
(1) Douglass fur, redwood, western pine, cedar, 
and sequoia are the trees found in this area. 
(2) Because of the size of the trees, machinery 
is used extensively. Donkey engines are 
used to drag the logs to the railroad tracks. 
3. Our forests produce a variable amount of by-products. 
a. Paper. 
(1) Woodpulp for paper is made from spruce, 
hemlock, pine and poplar. 
'(2} The paper industry is centered in the north-
eastern states. 
b. Naval stores. 
(1) Name derived from the use of tar and pitch 
in boats to keep them water tight. 
(2) It consists of tar, turpentine and rosin. 
(3) The yellow pine found in the southern forest 
belt yield these products mentioned in 
statement (2). 
c. The tanning of leather uses the bark of oak and 
hemlock in its process. 
d. Alcohol is a comparatively new by-product which 
is being obtained from sawdust. 
4. Much of our forest land is wasted meedlessly. 
a. People cutting down the trees for lumber have 
11 
left one fourth in the forest to decay. 
b. 80 per cent of the central hardwood belt has been 
removed chiefly for the use of farmland. 
c. Forest fires have destroyed millions of acres 
of good timber. On an average more than 40,000 
forest fires occur annually. 
d. Insects and tree diseases have caused a big waste 
of our forest. 
s. Saving and renewing our forests is a very important 
task. If we do not make provisions for the future our 
forests will be gone in ~ss than fifty years. 
a. Careless cam~rs and hunters start many forest 
fires. Stricter regulations and better fire 
fighting equipment will reduce this greatly. 
b. Reforestation of land from which trees have been 
removed must be carried on. 
6. Some of our land should be left in forests to r ' 
prevent erosion and flood. 
7. The Federal and State Gover~~ents have established 
various areas from which a limited amount of timber can be 
cut. These are called National and State Parks. Men, who 
are called Forest Rangers, are employed to patrol these areas. 
Their primary duty is to protect the forests from illegal 
cutting, spread of disease and forest fires. 
12 
1/ 
Probable incidental and indirect learning products.---
1. Incidental learning products. 
a. Increased skill in ob~aining specific meaningful 
information by independent study. 
b. An appreciation of and increased ability in using 
charts and graphs as a source of information. 
c. An appreciation of the bulletin board as a source 
of information. 
2. Indirect learning products. 
a. An intelligent outlook upon the importance lumber 
plays in everyday living. 
b. An attitude of respect in regards to our 
government's responsibility in promoting the 
development of the forests and promoting 
conservation practices. 
Teacher's bibliograp~y.--
1. Billett, Roy o., Fundamentals of Secondar{ School Teaching, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 19 o. 
2. Caterpillar Tractor Company, Timber, Peoria, Illinois. 
3. Comstock, Anna B., Handbook of Nature Study, Comstock 
Publishing Company, 1941. . 
4. DuPuy, w. H., The Nation's Forests, The Mac1a11an Company, 
New York, 1938. 
5. Jones, Clarence F. and Gordon G. Darkenwald, Economic 
Geography, The MacMillan Company, New York, 1943. 
1/Roy o. Billett, op. cit. p. 506. 
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6. Kinsella, M. J. (Chairman), The Lincoln Library of 
Essential Information, The Frontier Press Company, 
New York, 1947. 
7. Olcott, Frances J., Our Wonderful World, Little, Brown 
& Company, Boston, 1936. · 
8. Tappan, Eva M., The Farmer and his Friends, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1929. 
1/ 
Unit Assignment.--- (Tentative time allotment -
Three weeks, four periods per week.) 
1. Introductory activities--The unit is introduced by 
a talk given by W. Robert Dinneen of the United States 
Forestry Service who will explain the uses of timber and 
something of the life of a lumber jack in Maine. Following 
2/ 
the lecture a motion picture entitled Timber - is shown 
depicting the various methods of lumbering in California. 
Prior to the introduction of the unit the pupils are given 
special study gui'de sheets with leading questions about the 
lecture and picture. 
a. Lecture on lumbering--Read over the following 
questions and after the lecture see how many of 
them were answered by the speaker. 
(1) What kind of trees are lumbered in Maine? 
(2) What methods are used in cutting trees and 
getting them to the mills? 
(3) How do rivers help in the lumbering business? 
YRoy o. Billett, op. cit. p. 506. 
g(caterpillar Tractor Company, Timber, Peoria, Illinois. 
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(4) What is the lumber cut in Maine used for? 
(5) What kind of a life does a lumber jack live? 
(6) What are the methods for conservation and 
protection for the trees in Maine? 
b. Motion picture on lumbering in California-- Below 
are listed a few questions that you might think 
about concerning a film that you will see about 
lumbering. 
(1) What was California like before the early 
settlers arrived? 
{2) What methods did these early settlers use in 
clearing their land? 
(3) What different kinds of trees do you find being 
cut? 
(4) Can you give a brief account of a day in a 
lumber jack's life? 
-(5) What are the various types of machinery used 
in lumbering of western timber? 
{6) In what ways have the lumber jacks helped to 
provide a fire hazard in the forests? 
!I 2. Core activities , -- The following activites are 
mimeographed and a copy is given _to each pupil at the 
beginning of the teaching of the unit. Full explanation on 
each sheet as to what to do and how to use the code references 
!/Roy o. Billett, op. cit. p. 507. 
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are given. Important words likely to the pupils are 
underscored. 
a. What was originally the most valuable timber in 
the northern forest? Why has over three fourths 
of this timber been cut? (4:12-122, l5:268S-
2690, 3:131-132.) 
b. Write the names of the five forest regions of the 
United States and opposite each write the names 
of the principal trees that grow in that region. 
(5:121-24, 14:87-90.) 
e. How many different kinds of trees can you find in 
your neighborhood? What are their names? 
d. What reasons can you give for the diminishing of 
the hardwood forests? (1:88-89, 10:200-202.) 
e. Why isn't the lumbering method of southern pine 
carried on in the same manner as the lumbering of 
ncr.thern pine? In what ways does it differ? (12: 
' 
43-45, 2:126-128, 11:96-97.) 
·-
f. Why has very little lumber been taken f'rom the 
Rocky M0 untain forest area? (l-3:124-125, 9:.106-
108, 12:46-48.) 
g. What are donkey engines and what part do they 
play in the lumber industry? {14:88-90, 5:134-
135~ 8:196-197.) 
h. What are the advantages and disadvantages of doing 
r 
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most of the lumbering in Maine during the winter 
season? {10:208-210, 4:122-~4.) 
i. What important part does wood pulp play in your 
every day life? (8:199-200.) 
j. What relation does the term naval stores have to 
do with lumber? What occupations find it necessary 
to make use of naval stores? (14:92-94, 6:104-
106, 2:125-126, 13:125-127.) 
k. Explain the method used in the tanning of leather. 
What part of the tree is used? Can you account 
for the rapid rise of small tanning factories in 
the central part of the ~ted States? {15:2690-
2691, 8:200-202, 3:133-135.) 
1. What is the process whereby alcohol is obtained 
from sawdust? (Write a brief summary of your 
reading and pass it in for credit.) {16:50-52.) 
m. How have the people cutting timber been responsible 
for one fourth of the lumber decaying in the 
forests? How would you suggest a prevention of 
this needless waste? (14:92-95, 11:96-97, 1:96-
98.) 
n. can you give a sound reason for the removal of 
80 per cent of the forest belt? (7:120-125, 9:: 
165-167, 4:122-124.) {Write a brief summary of 
your findings and pass it in for credit.) 
• 
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o. In what other ways can forest fires be costly 
beBides the loss of good timber land? What are 
the chief causes of forest fires? (6:110-111, 
10:220-225, 8:202-206.) 
p. Name the common insects and diseases that kill 
our trees in Maine. What steps are being taken 
to reduce this great loss of our trees? Can you 
name a company here in Portland that help to 
protect our trees from insects and disease? 
q. Why are trees left standing near mountain streams 
and rivers in the mountain areas of the United 
States? Why does the farmer want trees growing on 
his land if it is a sloping region? (3:150-153, 
14:88-90, 5:135-140, 1:95-98.) 
r. Where in the United States is it difficult for 
trees to live? Why? (2:121-130, 9:·167-169, 12: 
55-57.) 
s. Many farmers in the United States get extra money 
working part time in the forests. Are opportunities 
for this work better in Nebraska or Georgia? In 
Oklahoma or Maine? In Eastern or Western Texas? 
(13:124-126, 1:87-98, 11:94-97.) 
t. Why should the people of your community be concerned 
about conservation of forest resources? 
u. Why have forests diminished in size? Do you know 
18 
of any ease in your locality where the forests 
have been cut unwisely? Describe it. (2:120-130, 
14:87-100, 6:102-110.) 
v. What part in the conservation of our forests has 
reforestation played? How has our government 
helped? (4:121-129, 9:164-169, 2:120-130.) 
w. What important role does the foresn ranger play 
in the protection of our forests? What special 
education do you think he should have to do his 
work successfully? (6:112-114, 15:2692-2693.) 
Optional activity b. 
x. Write a summary of the unit, the title being 
"Lumbering in the United States." P1an to 
. . 
include ini'ormation under these points: 
(1) The factors which have contributed in making 
this a great lumbering country both 
geographically and others. 
(2) The variety of trees lumbered in the United 
States. Where they are grown. Process used 
in getting the trees from the forests. 
(3) Importance of conservation. 
(4) The important by-products and their use. y 
3. Optional related activities-- The following 
flnoy o. Billett, op. cit. p. 507. 
' 
activities are not required. As the title implies, some 
pupils may find it profitable and interesting to complete 
19 
one or more activities of their choice. These activities are 
put on 3 by 5 cards (five copies of each) with instructions 
and placed on the reading table. 
a. Maps and graphs. 
(1) Draw a wall map of the United States, 
indicate the different forest regions by 
color. Paste pictures of the kinds of trees 
you would find in each region. Reserve space 
in the lower left corner for a list of the 
kinds of trees in each region and principal 
uses made of them. ( 8:198, 7:124, 12::44.) 
(2) Make a line graph, show the United States 
compared with the countries of Europe in the 
consumption of lumber. 
(a) Use a saale that represents millions of 
board feet of lumber consumed. 
(b) List the countries that a re compared 
.. 
with the United States. 
(c) Above the graph, letter this title: "The 
Consumption of Lumber in the United States." 
(d) Below your graph neatly letter several 
sentences which tell how the United States 
compares with the coun~rtes in Europe in 
20 
lumber consumption. (12:56.) 
b. Oral talks. 
(1) Visit the Fox Lumber Company and follow a 
piece of timber from a log to a finished 
boand. Report your experience to the class. 
In your report include answers to these 
questions: 
(a) What is the most common tree that goes 
through the mill? 
(b) How do they get the log on the conveyer? 
What is a conveyer? 
(c) What is the name .of the first machine that 
cuts the log? 
(d) Tell the class each step in detail taken 
from beginning to end. 
1 ~- ~)Visit your fire station and find out what 
equipment they have for fighting forest fires. 
·-·---........ 
Prepare a brief talk on your findings. -· Include 
,., 
in your talk the name of each piece of equipment, 
its use, and how each piece of equipment opantes. 
-(3) Visl-t--the forest ranger on Blac·k Strap and find 
out what his duties are. Describe them to the 
class. 
c. Bulletin board. 
(1) Prepare a bulletin board and post newspaper or 
21 
magazine articles about any phase we have 
talked about in this study. 
(2) Construct a board on which you will:· ·place 
sampJe s of as many different ty~ s of trees 
as you can find in and around your neighbor-
hood. Print neatly under each sample the name 
of the tree and where it is located. 
d. Drawings. 
(1) Make a poster for display on forest fire 
/, _, . 
prevention. Place on the poster a picture to 
illustrate how forest. fires affect wild 
animals. 
,? (2) Draw a cartoon of careless camJ;B rs and 
hunters. Illustrate campers leaving a burning 
camp fire and a hunter throwing away a burning 
----..__ cigarette. 
e. Carvings. 
(1) Make a soap carving of any of the following: 
(a) lumber jack 
(b) pine tree 
(c) donkey engine 
(d) tractor and sled 
{e) any article made of wood 
f. If you are interested in new products that are a 
result of scientific research, read any one of the 
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following articles and submit a brief report 
telling what new ideas you gained from your 
reading. Four or five sentences will be enough to 
write. These articles are found in the Reader's 
Digest. 
(1) "'Hell Sweeps a State", Reader's Digest, (July 
1942) P.-' so. 
(2) "The World's Greatest Wood Magician", Reader's 
~ :Digest, (october 1940) pp 72-74. 
(3) "Wood Waste Magic", Reader's Digest, (November 
1940) pp 61-64. 
'· (4) "Cracking Down on Forest Fires", Reader's 
·- .. _ - --
Digest, (S.eptember 1940) pp 82-83. 
(5) "Pine Tree Bankers", Reader's Digest, 
- -(December 1939) pp 60-63. 
True or False 
Read .aach statement carefully. Some statements are true and 
some are false. If you decide that the statement is true, 
mark it T in the parentheses at the left of the statement. 
If it is false mark it F in the parentheses. 
(F) 1. The early settlers cleared the land mainly for 
the purpose of building factories and mills. 
{T) 2. Lumbering in early New England was for the main 
purpose of ship building. 
'-........ 
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(F) 3. The yellow pine is the most important tree that 
/ 
is cut in the northern forest area. 
(T) 4. Oak, chestnut, 
up the central 
//. 
ash and elm are tr~s that make 
/ 
hardwood forest,s~ They are a,J.so 
/ 
found in your community. I 
' 
I 
(T) 5. From the yellow pine we obtain tar, rosin and 
turpentine. 
(F) 6. The . sequoia, one of the oldest trees . in the 
country is grown mostly in the northeastern 
forest area. 
(T) 7. Our trees play a major role in the prevention of 
erosion and floods. 
(F) a. Forest rangers are men employed by the State of 
Texas to uphold law and order. 
(F) 9. It isn•t necessary for us to know the various 
methods of conservation as the State and 
National Governments take care of it for us. 
(T)lO. Reforestation is a method used to replace timber 
that has been eut or burned down. 
(F)ll. The forests of our country are in four regions 
and Maine is located inthe northern forest 
region. 
{F)l2. Although hardwood is an important lumber only 
one fifth of the hardwood forests have been cut 
down. 
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(F)l3. The snow sleds are not used in the southern 
forest simply because the farmers no longer use 
horses. 
(F)l4. Wood pulp for paper is obtained from the poplar 
and pine trees. 
(F)l5. A donkey engine is a simple four wheel low-bed 
trailer pulled by donkeys. 
(T)l6. Alcohol is a new by-product obtained mostly from 
the bark and sawdust of the trees. 
(F)l7. The Rocky Mountain forest region extends from 
Arizona southward into Mexico. 
(T)l8. Our largest Drees are found in the Pacific 
forest area. 
(T)l9. Most of the removal of the central hardwood 
forest has been done to clear the lands for 
farming. 
(T)20. Our forests have but fifty more years of life if 
provisions for the future are not made. 
Matching Test 
Match each product in Column B with the tree in Column A 
from which the product is obtained. Place the number in the 
parentheses in front of the correct tree. 
A 
(4) Yellow pine 
(2) Hemlock 
B 
1. paper 
2. tanning extract 
A. 
( 6) Oak 
(1) Spruce 
(5} White pine 
B 
3. resin 
4. our best grade of 
pine lumber 
5. our supply of pine 
lwnber 
6. high grade furniture 
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7. cedar boxes and chests 
for clothing 
Vocabulary Quiz 
Write a word or phrase that will. give the meanings of the 
following words: 
1. forest ranger an officer appointed to watch forests 
2. reforestation replanting trees 
3. forest resources timber 
--------------------------------------
4. conservation preserving, guarding or protection 
s. decaying __ ~r_o_t_t_i_n~g~-----------------------------------
6. wood pulp used in making paper 
7. tanning converting hides into leather 
a. naval stores turpentine, resin, pitch and tar 
9. donkey engines small hoisting engines 
10. diminishing becoming smaller 
11. region a space or area occupied by something 
12. erosion wearing away 
Multiple Response 
Choose the word or phrase that makes the statement correct 
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and place the number of the word or phrase in the parentheses 
in front of the statement. 
1. (3) Lumbering _in Maine is carried on in the winter 
time mainly because: 
1. It is too hot to work in the summer. 
2. The lumber has to be ready for use in the 
sunmer. 
3. Logs are more easily transported over frozen 
ground. 
4. Forest fires are more dangerllms in summer 
than winter. 
2. (4) Only a fourth of the timber has been removed in 
the Rocky Mountain forest becaase: 
1. The types of trees are not suitable for use. 
2. The danger of wild animals. 
3. The people in that area are ranchers and 
sheep herders. 
4. It is too difficult to get the logs out and 
transport them to the market areas. 
3. (2) Naval Stores derived its name because: 
1. The United States Navy owned the timber. 
2. Tar and pitch were used to make ships water 
tight. 
3. You could only get this product in stores 
operated by seaman. 
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4. The materials first had to be approved by the 
ship owners. 
4. (2) Some of our trees should be left standing because: 
1. They are too beautiful to cut. 
2. They help prevent erosion and flood. 
3. Shade and protection are provided for the 
animals. 
4. They serve as a reminder of the early history 
of our country before the first settlers came. 
5. (3) The forest range~s main duties are: 
1. To protect the animals of the forest. 
2. To see that no Canadians enter ill~gally over 
the northern border. 
3. To be alert for fires, illegal cutting and 
the spread of tree diseases. 
4. To act as guides for hunters and fishermen. 
6. (3) The main purpose for lumbering in New England 
was: 
1. To create work for the settlers. 
2. To build forts for protection from the Indians. 
3. ~For the building of ships. 
4. To obtain fire wood for the ~nter months. 
7. {3) The forests of our country were divided into: 
1. Three regions. 
2. Six regions. 
3 • Five regions • 
4. Four regions. 
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a. (4) One of the important trees lumbered in the south 
is the: 
1. white pine 
2. cedar 
3. spruce 
4. yellow pine 
9. (1) The majority of our paper industries are found 
in the: 
I. Northeastern states 
2. Northwestern St ates 
3. Central States 
4. Southeastern States 
10. (4) For tbe tanning of leather, the bark is used 
from the: 
1. cedar and white pine 
2. cypress and oak 
3. spruce and hemlock 
4. oak and hemlock 
Completion 
Fill the blanks with words which make the statement true. 
Write the words on the blank lines at the right. Notice 
that these lines are numbered to correspond with the 
numbers of the blanks in the sentence. 
1. The forest areas of the United 
States are divided into 1 
regions. 
2. The most important tree harvested 
in the northern forest is the 
.: · ·2 pine. The lumbering for 
tEIS tree .is carried on in the 
3 time. 
3. Chestnut, 4 , elm, 5 , 
hickory an~ are ~six 
kinds of tre~ound in the 
central hardwood forest. 
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1 five 
2--~W~hTfTt~e---------
3 __ ~w~i~n~t~e~r ______ __ 
4 oak ·--~~-----5 ash 6--~b~e~e~c~h---------
7 __ ~c~a~I~i~f~o~r~n~1~a~--
8 ure~on .---~~":"r"':~--9 was ington 10~~~~~~-­paper 
ll.--~n~aTv~a~l~s~t~o~r~e~s--
12 __ ~o~ak=--------
13 __ ~8~0~~~~~~ 14 reforestation 
15 __ ~N~a~t~1~o=n~a=l ____ __ 
4. The pacific forest area includes 
the states of _1__, 8 and __g_. 
s. Wood pulp is used in making_!£_. 
6. Another name is used to identify tar, turpentine 
and resin is · 11 • 
7. In the process of leather tanning the bark of the 
12 and hemlock is used. 
s. 13 per cent of the lumber in the central hardwood 
forests have been removed for the purpose of clearing 
land for farming. 
9. _!!_ is the method used in replacing timber. 
10. The Federal Government has established areas called 
_!£_ parks for the protection of the forests. 
CHAPTER III 
AN EVALUATION OF THE UNIT 
The unit organization of the topic, At Work In The 
Woods, was a~ firet received with wonderment and awe mainly 
because the students had been indoctrinated into the 
traditional method. of hearing ~ ssons. Slowly, however, 
they soon lost this feeling and began working with 
enthusiasm and zeam. 
Results of objective testing.-- A teacher-built 
objective test was administered at the beginning of the unit 
and the same test given as the final examination. The range 
on the pretest was 22 and an arithmetical mean of 23.58. 
The standard deviation was 5.36. See Table 3 for 
computations. 
The final test results showed a range of 41, an 
arithmetical mean of 30.04 and a standard deviation of 10.81. 
Table 4 gives calculations. 
All but seven students showed gains over the test 
administered at the beginning of the unit. A study of the 
seven students that had no gain or lost in score, showed 
that they were absent from school nearly a third of the 
time that the unit was being taught. The gains ranged from 
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Tabla 3. Calculation of the Mean and Standard 
Deviation of Pretest Scores 
Fre- Davia- Product of Product 
Scores quency tion columns columns 2 and 3 3 and 4 
f d fd fd2 
{l) [2) (3) {4) {5) 
, .. , .. 
33-34 ••••• 2 6 12 72 
31-32 ••••• 2 5 10 50 
29-30 ••••• 3 4 12 16 
27-28 ••••• 1 3 3 9 
25-26 ••••• 1 2 2 4 
23-24 ••••• 5 1 5 (.,!44) 5 
21-22 ••••• 5 0 0 . 0 
19-20 ••••• 3 -1 -3 3 
17-18 ••••• 4 -2 -8 16 
15-16 ••••• 0 -3 -o 0 
13-14 ••••• 0 .. 4 -o 0 
11-12 ••••• 1 -5 =2,(-16) 25 
Total •• 27 28 232 
of 
AM : 21.50 
ci = 2.08 
M • 23.58 
c = 28/27 = 1.04 
c2 = 1.08 
ci = 1.04 x 2 = 2.08 
31 
S.D. = / fdZjN- c2xi (interval) : /232/27- 1.08 x 2 
= 5.36 
Table 4. Calculation of the Mean and Standard Deviation 
for Final Test Results 
--
Raw -scores in Fre- De via- Product or Product 
class intervals or quency tion columns columns 
three 2 and 3 
f d fd 
JlJ. (2) l3_}_ (4) 
52-54 •••••••••••••••••• 1 7 7 
48-51 ••• ~ •••••••••••••• 2 6 12 
45-47 •••••••••••••••••• 0 5 0 
42-44 •••••••••••••••••• 2 4 8 
39-41 •••••••••••••••••• 0 3 0 
36-38 •••••••••••••••••• 3 2 6 
33-35 •••••••••••••••••• 3 1 3(,l36) 
30-32 •••••••••••••••••• 4 0 0 -
27-29 •••••••••••••••••• 2 -1 -2 
24-26 .••••••••••••••••• 2 -2 -4 
2:1-23 •••• ••••.••.•••••• 1 -3 -3 
18-20 •••••••••••••••••• 2 -4 -8 
15-17 •••••••••••••••••• 2 -5 -10 
12-14 •••••••••••••••••• 3 -5 -18(-45) 
Total ••••••••••••••• 27 
-9 
AM • 31 0 · ·• -9/28 • -.32 ci • -.32 x 3 • -.96 . 
ci • -.96 c2 • .1024 
M • 30.04 
S.D. • / td2JN - c2xi = /317/28 - .1024 x 3 
= 11.07 
3 and 4 
fd2-
{5) 
49 
72 
0 
32 
0 
12 
3 
0 
2 
8 
9 
32 
50 
108 
377 
32 
or 
33 
-7 points to 24 points, as shown on Table 5. The mean of the 
gains was 6.57 and the standard deviation of the gains was 
8.16. !I Relative growth of pupils.-- In order that an accurate 
study of each pupil's actual growth may be made a method 
should be employed that will show each pupil 1 s actual growth 
in relation with the growth made by the other members of the 
class and with the average growth of the class as a whole. 
Relative growth scales were drawn using the calculated 
means and standard deviations of the pretest, final test and 
points gained. These scales were divided into five equal 
parts with Group I representing pupils of superior 
achievement; Group II, pupils who were above the average; 
Group III, those whose growth is average; Group IV, pupils 
who were below the average and Group V, those whose growth 
was inferior. (Figures 3 to 5.) 
. y 
Studying the results of a teacher-built test.-- A. 
further study of the actual growth of the pupils was made by 
the construction of a chart indicating the test items given 
in the test. The number right, wrong and omitted by each 
pupil and the number right, wrong and omitted by each test 
item by all of the pupils. 
1/noy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940, pp. 630-536. 
Yibid. p. 62a. 
Table 5. Calculation of the Mean and Standard Deviation 
of the Gains 
Raw scores in Fre- Devia- Product of Product 
class intervals of quency tion columns columns 
two 2 and 3 
r d fd 
l.LJ (~) . l~) t4J 
23~25 •••••••••••••••• 1 6 6 
20-22 •••••••••••••••• 1 5 5 
17-19 •••••••••••••••• 3 4 12 
14-16 ••••• ; •••••••••• 2 3 6 
11-13 •••••••••••••••• 0 2 0 
s~1o ................ 3 1 3(,t32) 
5-7 ••••••••••••••••• 4 0 (! . 
2-4 •••••••••.••••••• 5 -1 -5 
-1-(~1) •••••••••••••• 4 -2 -8 
-4-(-2) •••••••••••••• 2'. -3 -6 
-7-(-5) •••••••••••••• 2 -4 -s(-27) 
" 
Total ••••••••••••• 27 5 
AM • 6 c • 5/27 • .19 ci • .19 x 3 • ~57 
c1 • .57 c2 = .0361 
M = 6.57 
S.D. • I rd2/N - c~xi = /201/27 - .0361 X 3 
= 8.16 
3 and 4 
fd2 
{5) 
36 
25 
48 
18 
0 
3 
0 
5 
16 
18 
32 
201 
34 
of 
35 
Group 
I II 
s 
Group 
IV 
s Group 
II 
s 
Group 30 
v s 
14 24 5 35 36 46 47 5 
Figure 3. Relative Gr owth Scale 
--
Final Test 
Group 
IV 
., 8 pup s Group 
II 
s 
24 Group 
Group I 
7 2 22 2 
Figure 4. Relative Gr owth Seale 
--
Pretest 
Group 
v 
s 
-4 
Figure 5. Relative 
3 4 
Group 
III 
8 
s 
11 
Growth Seale 
36 
s 
12 1 
--
Gains 
37 
"Obviously, when the study had been completed the 
teacher could see at a glance (1) the growth actually made 
and not made by each pupil, and (2) the growth actually 
made and not made by the class as a whole, in whatever the 
!I 
test measured." From the chart it was noted that the 
·-·· 
terms used in the matching test caused confusion. Before 
the test could be used again the matching:·,test would have 
to be revised and reworded to eliminate any possible 
confusion on the part of the students taking it. The 
beginning and ending segments of this chart can be found 
in the Appendix. 
Report based on the daily log.-- A log was kept 
throughout the teaching of the unit. All of the pupils' 
activities were noted and written down by the teacher. This 
proved to be very valuable in collecting information on 
each pupil in regards to his habits, interests, attitudes, 
ideals and appreciations. 
On the first day the pupils were told that they were 
going to do their work in geography a little di~~erently 
than the y had in the past. Brie~ly they were told some of 
the things that they would be doing . Interest was immediately 
shown by tbe entire class. It was then explained that they 
were going to take a test which would probably be a little 
l)Roy 0. Billett, op. cit. p. 629. 
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diffieult but not to worry beeause it had no bearing on 
their marks in anyway. 
The second day proved to be very interesting. The unit 
was introdueed according to plan (see Chapter II) and so 
much interest and enthusiasm was displayed that it was 
necessary to extend the introduction over an additional day. 
On the third day the study guides were given out to the 
pupils. The first part of the period was ~sed for giving 
full explanation of the problems on the study guide and how 
to interpret the code references. Immediately a number of 
the pupils seemed to know exactly what to do. They went to 
the library, found the books they wanted and began working. 
A few, however, stilldidn't grasp the meaning of what it was 
about and individual instruction was given them. 
The following eight days were used for laboratory 
periods. During this time the teaeher had an excel~nt 
opportunity to study each individual pupil. A great deal 
was gained in this study. One pupil said, "I like this kind 
of work because I can make friends with the other fellows." 
Up until this time that pupil had been very much alone during 
his school day. Other connnents by pupils were:. "I didn't 
think studying geography could be so much fun." "May we do 
this kind of work the rest of the year?" 
~ 
Keen interest was displayed by the English and Art 
teachers. Both teachers worked with the pupim in written 
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material and art posters and displays. Other teachers of' 
the building visited class periods during the aboratory 
phase. One parent of' the pupils visited school primarily to 
observe the geography class. She was very much impressed as 
to the enjoyment tD~t the pupils displayed in doing their 
work. y 
The pooling-of'-experienoe phase.-- During the 
laboratory period a committee was selected by the pupils to 
work with the teacher and prepare a program. On the f'irst 
day pupils who had been preparing oral reports gave their 
talks. The next day two boys reported on a trip they had 
taken visiting a forest ranger in a nearb7 town. This was 
followed by a pupil who showed his collection of wood 
specimans. found in his neighborhood and told the use of' each. 
The third day was devoted to illustrated talks on 
bulletin board work and book reviews of interesting fiction 
stories about forests and lumbering. 
The fourth day the final test was given. The pupils 
were told to answer all the test items they could and that 
they wouldn't be penalized for guessing. The pupils worked 
the entire forty.-five minute period. Four fai~d to finish 
the test in the time allotted. 
Pupils' opinion of the unit.-- At the conclusion of the 
study of the unit, the pupils were given an opinion poll 
!JRoy o. Billett, op~ cit., P• 602. 
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form to fill out (see AppBndix). They were asked to be 
completely frank in their answers. The forms would not be 
signed by them, nor would their answers in anyway affect 
their final mark. A large number of the pupils stated that 
they liked this method because they were allowed to work in 
groups and serve on committees. Others stated they liked 
constructing bulletin boards, clipping articles from magazines, 
drawing posters and building projects. Nearly the entire 
class said there was nothing they disliked about the method. 
Three fourths of the group stated that there was no part of 
the work uninteresting. All but one pupil said they liked 
this method better than the old one. 
A sunnnary was also made of the pupils' comments about 
the test see Table 6. 
Conclusion.-- The results of the pupil opinion poll plus 
the day by day observation of the teacher leaves no doubt in 
the mind of the writer that tb~ unit method of teaching is 
the only way of producing, " •••• a teaching-learning cycle". 
~ -
There are a few limitations that might prolong the adoption 
of this method of teaching in all class room situations. 
First, the greater demand of the teacher's time especially 
if the teacher is teaching two or more different subjects 
daily. Second, the expense to the school in the purchase of 
books. Third, the encouragement of discipline problems if 
!/Roy o. Billett, op. cit., p. 595. 
y 
Table 6. A Summary of the Pupil's Comments 
About the Test 
Pupil's Comments 
{l) 
I liked this test because: 
Number of 
Pupils With 
Same or 
Nearly Same 
Idea 
(2) 
It was not too hard....... 5 
It was not too easy....... 6 
It was about questions we 
studied................. 8 
There was not much 
writing................. 0 
The room was quiet........ 1 
I did not like this test 
because: 
It was too easy........... 1 
It had too many questions. 1 
I do not like tests 
anyway~••••••••••••••••• 5 
I did not understand it... 0 1--------
Total.................. 27 
41 
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not carefully planned in advance to eliminate such 
difficulties. All of these are over-shadowed, however, by 
the tremendous possibilities of this method of teaching. 
The teacher discovered, during the teaching of the unit, 
that the method (1) created a real interest on the part of 
each individual pupil; {2) that it permitted individual 
guidance and attention; (3) that it gave the teacher a 
feeling that he was doing a better job of teaching; and 
(4) that it established a more friendly pupil-teacher 
relationship. 
APPENDIX 
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List of'· materials and references for pupil 1 s use. 
1. Abrams, A. w., and E. L. Thurston, World Geo~rathy, 
Iroquois Publishing Company, New York, 94 • 
2. Atwood, Wallace W., The United States and The Western 
World, Ginn & Company, Boston. 
3. Bridgham, Albert P., and Charles T. Farlane, How the 
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World Lives and Works, American Book Company, Boston, 
1944. 
4. Fisher, Elizabeth, Resources and Industries of the United 
States, Ginn & Company, Boston. 
5. Huntington, E., and s. w. Cushin, Modern Business Geography, 
McNally & Company, New York. . 
6. McConnell, William R., The U. S. in a Modern World, Rand 
McNally & Company, . New York, 193~ • . 
'· ........ \ 7. 
--
McConnell, Wallace R., and Helen Harter, Geo~raphy of a 
Working World, Rand McNally & Coml?any, ew York, .1947. 
8. Stull, Deforest and R. W. Hatch, Our World Today, Asia, 
Latin America, United States, Allyn & Bacon Company, 
New York, 1947. 
9. Smith, J. Russell, American Lands and Peoples, the John 
Winston Company, Chicago. 
10. ----~~~--------' Human Geography, John Winston Company, 
Chicago. 
11. , Commerce and Industry, John Winston 
Company, Chicago. 
12. , Our Industrial World, John Winston 
Company, Chicago. . . 
13. Sorensen, Clarence w., A World View, Silver Burdett 
Company, New York, 1949. 
'·'-\ 14. Thurston, E. L., and P. H. Faigle, World Geography, 
Iroquois . ·Pnblishing Company, New York, 1944. 
15. "Chemists Hit the Sawdust Jackpot'', Reader's Digest, 
_ {June 1944) pp 72-74. . _ 
A source list of reading and reporting. 
READER'S DIGESTS 
1. "Hell Sweeps a State", (July 1942) p. 80. 
~ -
Description of forest fire in western Montana. 
2. "The World's Greatest Wood Magician", (October 1940) 
pp 72-74. 
Forest lumber products add millions to the wood 
products in forests. 
3. "Wood Waste Magic", (N0vember 1940) pp 61-64. 
-How a lumber man tackles a waste product with 
conspicuous success. 
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4. "Cracking Down on Forest Fires", (September 1940) pp 82-
83. 
Parachute fire fighters and other new ideas in fire 
fighting. 
5. "Pine Tree Bankers", (December 1939) pp 60-63. 
A new plan for lumbering in the south which will 
make permanent forests. 
Table 7. A Study of the Growth of Individual Pupils 
and the Evaluation of Test Items of the 
Mastery Test 
(Beginning Segment) 
Pupil Test Items 
U-_l (~) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
L.R ••••• c c c c X X c c c c c c c X 
L.S ••.•• c c X c c X c c c c X X c X 
R .M ••••• X X c c c c c c c X X c c X 
T . M ••••• c X c c X X c c c c c X c X 
M .H ••••• c c X X c c c X c X X c X c 
M.L ••••• c c c c c X X X c c X X c X 
M.B ••••• c c c c X e c X X X X X c X 
P.M ••••• X X c c X X X c X c X c X X 
M.D ••••• c c X X X c c c X c c X X X 
T.B •••.• c c X X X c c c c c c c X X 
J.W ••••• c c c X c c c c X c X c c X 
A.S •.•.• c X c c c c c c c c c c c X 
J.s ••••• c X X c c X c X c c X X c X 
c .s ••..• c c X c c e c c X c X X X X 
B.S ••••• c X c X c c c c c c c c c c 
R .F ••••• X X c c c c c c c c X X c X 
R .L ••••• c X X c c c c c X c c X X c 
W .E ••••• X X X c c c c c c c X c c X 
B.I ••••• X X X c X X X c X c X c X c 
M.R ••••• c c c c c c c X c X X X X X 
J.M ••••• c c c c X X X c c c X X c c 
R.M ••••• c c c c X X c c X X X c X c 
M.L ••••• X c c X c c c c c X c c c c 
C.M ••••• c c X c c X c c X c 
- - - -
E.G ••••• c X c c c X c X c c c X X c 
c .c ••••• c X c c c c X c c c c c c X 
P.M ••••• e X X X c X X c X X X X c X 
-·· 
Right ••• 21 14 16 20 18 15 21 21 17 20 10 13 16 8 
Wrong ••• 6 13 11 7 9 12 6 6 10 7 16 13 10 18 
Omitted. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
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Table 8. A Study of the Growth of Individual Pupils 
and the Evaluation of Test Items of the 
Mastery Test 
(Ending Segment) 
Pupil Test Items 
ll) (2) 
53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 R. w. o. 
L.R ••••• c c c c c c X c c c 48 14 -o 
L.s ••••• X c X c c c X X c X 32 30 0 
R.M •••••. X X X X c X c c c c 25 37 0 
T.M ••••• c c c c c c c X c c 38, ·21 3 
M.H ••••• c X X X X X c X X X 27 35 0 
M.L ••••• c 
- - -
c 
- -
X 
- -
18 28 16 
M.B ••••• X 
- - -
X X X X 
-
X 17 30 15 
p.M. • • • •. - - - - - - - - - - 13 26 23 
M.D ••••• 
- - - -
c c c X e X 35 22; 5 
T .B ••••• X 
- - -
c c c X X X 28 25 9 
J .w ••••• X X X X X 
-
X X 
- -
31 22 9 
A .s ••••• X c c c c c c c c c 50 12 0 
J.s ••••• c X X X X 
-
X c X X 30 31 1 
c.s ••••• 
- - - -
c c X X c X 36 22 4 
B.S ••••• c c c c c c c c c c 54 7 1 
R .F ••••• - - - - - - - - - - 14 22 26 
R .L ••••• X 
- - -
c c c X c X 36 19 7 
W.E ••••• X X X X c X X c c X 25 34 3 
B.I ••••• X X X X X X X X X X 13 42 7 
M.R ••••• X 
- - -
c c c X 
- -
32 20 10 
J .M • • • • • X X c X X c X e c c 34 27 1 
R.M ••••• X 
- - -
X X X X X 
-
20 27 15 
M.L ••••• X e X c c c c c c X 44 15 3 
C.M ••••• 
- - - - - - - - - -
17 17 28 
E.G ••••• c X X X c X c c c c 44 18 0 
c.c ••••• 
- - - - - - - - - -
33 12 17 
P.M ••••• X X X X X X 
-
X c X 21 35 6 
Right ••• 7 6 5 6 15 12 11 9 14 7 
Wrong ••• 14 9 10 9 8 8 10 14 5 12 
Omitted. 6 12 12 12 4 7 6 4 8 8 
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Special Study Guide 
Lecture on lumbering--Read over the following questions 
and after the l ecture see how many of them were answered by 
the speaker. 
1. What kind of trees are lumbered in Maine? 
2. What methods are used in cutting trees and 
getting them to the mills?. 
3. How do rivers help in the lumbering business? 
4. What is the lumber cut in Maine used for? 
5. What kind of a life does a lumber jack live? 
s. What are the methods for conservation and 
protection for the trees in Maine? 
Motion picture on lumbering in California--Below are 
listed a few questions that you might think about concerning 
a film that you will see about lumbering. 
1. What was California like before the early 
settlers arrived? 
2. What methods did these early settlers use in 
clearing their land? 
3. What different kinds of trees do you find being 
cut? 
4. Can you give a brief account of a day in a 
lumber jack•s life? 
s. What are the various types of machinery used in 
lumbering of western timber? 
s. In what ways have the lumber jacks helped to 
provide a fire hazard in the forests? 
. -
• t'lhat was o nally th m t al n.bl·. tL11ber in the northern 
forest? t"Jhy haa o r tl e- ourth of this timb r en out? 
I # .. 
(4:12-122, l5:26S9-2690, 3:131-132). 
2 (I \1ri te the names of the £a forest regions o£ the United 
States and opposite eaeh ~r.rite the names o£ the principal 
• i 0 
trees that grm1 in that ~~giOJlo (5:12l-124v 14:67-90). 
3. How many different k:'-.nds of. trees can you find in your 
neighborhood? \fuat are their names? 
4. \Vha.t reasons can you give £or the d!m!n:"tshiM of the hard-
i • 
wood forests? (l:$8.89), 10:200Q202)~ 
S tYhy isn't the lumbering m0thod of southern pine carried on 
· L& the same manner as the lv.mberinj of northern pine? In 
J 
wha.t \'lays does i ·t diffGr? (12:l:J .... !s-5~ 2:126-128~ 11:96..,.971.~ 
6o \'lhy has very little lUillber been 11ake:n from the Rocky Mountain 
.. .. . 
forest area? (13:124~125~ 9:l06~logD 12:46-48)~ 
7"' tvha t are dol1keL~.!l&~§. and ir?ha.t pa!'t do they play in the 
il . A • 
lumber industry? {~,:88~90$ 5:134~135~ 8:196-197). 
8-o What are the advantages and disad~ BJTGs.ges of. doing most or 
the lumbering in Maina during the t'l:'L.t.'tor season? (10:208 .. 
9o \fua .. G important pa. t does !.l£.Q£l,...,PJ~\-a play in your every day 
• 
life? (8:199-200)~ 
lumber? \f:hat occupations find i~ necess~/ to make usa of 
~ J ~ 0 
4~val stores? (14:92~94 0 6:104~106p 2:125~126 9 l3:125-127)o 
• 
ll., Explain the method used in the t.:mnf .. '.Qg__ of leathare \•1bat part 
f' th 'tra is used? Can you account for the rapid rise of 
small tanning £acGor~es in the c~ntral part o£ the United 
' Q 
States? (15:2690~2691, 8:200-202~ J:l33-135)~ 
. .,-,.-
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12 \ t 1 whe ~by 1.0.1 .. o· ... n o ~ta.ined trom al ust? 
• 
W ite a briG sv~ of your ~ad~ ~ and pass it in t~ 
credit.,) (16: ;r -52 L, 
How h?..ve the people cu~·ting t5.m ~r been responsible for one-
. ourth of the lumber ~~~ in "che forests? Hot-r 11ould you 
I 
augges~ a prevention or this nae~ess ~raste? (14:92-95~ 1: 
96-98}o 
14Q Can you gi a sound reason £or the removal of eighty ~ercent 
I J 
of the forest belt'? (7:l20-l25~ 9:.l65a.l67, 4:122-124) o 
(Wl~ite a b_ ief' sUJmnaF.;r o£ your f:L.1dings and pass it in £or 
a 
credito) 
15 In whaG other ways can ?ores·~ fires be costly besides the loss 
ot good timber land? 
' 
~1]>':'\ -~ are ·;;he;: chief C.alJ.aes or forest 
• . J 
fires? (6:110-111~ 10;220Q225, 8:?02~206)$ 
16 .. Name the common insects and disoasas t.hat kill~· trees 1n 
• 
. 
l;Iaineo \Vhat steps 3.1~ he:i.!!g ·t8.ke:u t.o reduce this great loss 
of our t .... ees? Can you nama a COTilpa_ny he!"e in Portl.a.nd that 
h lp to protect our tz'\ll3S from 5_usee·t;s and disease? 
1:7 \fuy are trees le£t; sta."!d:.ng nea~~ dOU:ltain st:t"eams and rivers 
in the mountain al."e as or the Uni·~iad States? Why does the 
.f'a.'t:'mer want trees gz·md.ng on X...is land if i t is a sloping re-
~ - I • 
ff1ere in the United Stat~s is it difficult £oT trees to live? 
·• 
~J&n.,r f"anners in the United St.ates get; extra money 1110rking 
pe =·time in the fo::. .. ~~H3t& o Are opportunities i:or iihis \'tor 
bet J:> in Neb aska o:-- Gc.'):"'6'" a.? J.n Oklahoma o:• Maine? In 
4 • 
20 lliy ul op 0 c ty b cone rn about 
21 \'Jh~r have for sts dim isbed in s:f.ze ~ Do you b.o ot any cas 
in your lo ity \'lhel"e tho forests ha"J'G been cut lliltdaely? 
~ 1 • 
Describe it. (2:120-lJOt> lll-:87-1001 6:102-llOL~ 
22 T'IP..c'l.. pP.rt 1n the conservation of our f"onsts has £ef'oreata.tion 
; 
played? How ha~ our goVOl"'Zllllellt, helped? (4:l2l·l29t 9:164-
1699 2:)20-130). 
23 Q lfuat important role does the ~:)1PAtt play 1n the pro~ 
tection of our forests? ~~~t special oducation do you think 
J 
h should have to do his \rork suoeessfully? {6:ll2-ll4v .15: 
. 
2l~o Write a summary of the "~.tnit, the 1;itlo b0ing ULumbering in 
• 
the United States./' Plan ·~o include :tn;~onna ... ljion under thes~ 
points: 
. 
ac:. The factors t-rhich have con~rihD:.,ed in l'l'..ald..ng ·this a great 
. 
lumb ... ring country bot..lf. geographically and othi9I's~ 
bu The variety of ·~recs o~..'U!llbe:;;•c::d in. the United States(j 
(1 \'Jhere l.ih~y are gi·owno 
{2) Process used in get·G:i.ng t:he trees from the i'orest so 
. 
co Impo:~."'tance o£ c onserv~ri.iiono 
. • 
d~ The important by-products and the~ useo 
,, l-
• 
somo ar f'al • lf you d ci! that ~h state n't t 
it T in th parenthesis at tha left o£ the 
-· . 
Ir it is ~alse mark it I in the parenthesis. 
( ) 1. The early settlers cleared the land mainly £or the 
. . 
purpose or building factories and mills. 
( ) 2. Lumbering in arly r-Iet'T E~gland tBs for the Jain 
purpose o£ ship building • 
• 
( ) 3 • The }'ell<n'l pine is tho most impo:"tant tree that is 
. 
cut in the northern £o::-est a re ., 
I I 
(. ) Z..o Oak*= ch .... stnu·c.t r;.sh, and elm are trees that make up 
. 
the central hBrdt~od ~ores~so T~ey are also fbund 
• 
in your community. 
( ) 5 From the yellc1-1 p:me \'re ob·Ge.in tarD rosin, and tur-
• 
pentine. 
I 
( ) 6o Tha seq1:oia, one o£ ·th~~ c1.d·~r!·t 'i:;! es in the country, 
• 
ia grtY.m mostly in the i10l"·~~loa,~ tern forest area. 
( ) 7 Our ti ees play a m~jor :ro in the prevention o£ 
arosion and floodso 
' ) 6 o Forest rangers al"e men ali;:?lo:;-? ~ by the State of 
Texas to uphold law and o1 ... der 
( ) 9o It isn't necess~ for us to know the various 
methods or co:w4!Jr"w~tion as the S"~te and tlational 
• 
• 
( )lOo Re£o cstatio .. l is n me·~l:Ol. '!...s-=-·. · ·~o ·"eplace timber 
• 
-J. 
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( ) 12. A t lumber 
t ot the ha forests have • 
( ) lJo 'rho m-1 sleds are not used in the soutllern toreat 
• 
simply because the farmfi\!Jrs no longer use horse • 
( ) 14. \'lood pulp for paper is obtained trom th poplar 
.. 
o.nd pine tree. 
( ) lSo A donk:Gy engine :i.s a s~pla foul., \'V'heel low•bed 
. 
• 
( ) J .. 6o Alcohol is a no11~ by ... pro~rtct obtained mos·wly trom 
. 
• 
( ) 1.? o The Rock")' £·1tlu.n·Ga;tn :roretr~ reg~ on e:ctends :from 
Arizons sou· ,ht1m:'d 5.nto i~e:-d.co o · 
( ) 18~» om~ lHrges·G tt.""es~ are t~Jm'ld in trhe Pacific f'oroet 
. 
area. 
( \ l9o Nost of ~;he ;~no vat o·"~" ~·.;]~ ccntl .. al h8..i*(1 'f.TOOd for·..-II 
·" . 
est has hacu clone t.o cle~tl"~· tho lands for farmingo 
I ) 20~ Our f'or~s·(;s have bu·~ ·""'·i -rt-,. more years of life if 
' 
J. ~· l' 
. 
-:trrn Untvers!tt 
-~· ·Ht.~.il of Educstiori 
l)nn~rv 
j / 
Match each produe:t in ColtuiL¥1 B ~dt~ 'Ghe ·~ree in Column A 
from which the product is obtainedo Place the nnmber in 
. 
tlrthe parenthesis in ftront or the eorTeet treao 
A B 
( ) Yellow pine lo paper 
. 
( j Hemlock 2o tanning extract 
. 
( ) Oak 3Q l'!l'lSin 
• 
( ) Spl.,t!Ce 4o our best grade of 
( ) \'/hi t,e pine p1.ne lumber 
O'i.'!r, supply of pine 5e 
lumber 
6~ high grade furniture 
7o cedar boxes and 
chas~a for clothing 
\ 
,, 
p iih .i·. f ·he 
3. 
_,. 
" 
t (1 
7 
-· 
8 :nq-·'!." 
____ ...,. __ 
0 y 
-
J..Oo 
, 
!..,•aO 
:.2 :ro 
=sc: - .. 
Choose the TrJOrd or phrase ·\jhat makes -the ~ta·tement correct and 
~"' .. .c;;""e the number of the 1;, ord or phrase in ·the P"renthesis 1n 
£ront of the statement: 
. 
1.. ( ) Lumbering in rJiaine is carr! on in the winter time 
mainly because: 
2 
. . 
lo It is too hot to work in the summer • 
. 
2. The lumber has to be ready i'or use in the summer • 
• 
3o Log are more easily transi!orted over frozen 
• 
• 
4o Forest fires ar., more dange?ot-~o in summer than -
• 
tero 
( ) Only a·fo b o.f the timber \aa oen remo 
R~cky Mountain forest becauae: 
in the 
. . 
lo Tha typ s o ... 'ttl -es are oi; i,;Jtrl.tuble for uaeo 
. . 
2 o Th ~er of 1··:Ud animals o 
. 
3. The p...,ople in ·uhat ai'ea arc ?.~ nchers and sh ep 
. 
herders • 
• 
4o It is too difficult to ge ~ ·\ihc logs out and trans-
. 
port them to the mm .. ket 2-l aso 
{ ) Naval Stor s der.:v 1· s :.arne ·"c~use: 
. • 
l~ The United S at a Navy m1ncd thG timbe»o 
• 
a_ 2 ~ Tar and pitch t;c~ · e u3ed 'to make ships water tighto 
3 You co·ld only .;et thi.s p~c . ·ct n stores operat d 
CDll"!" 
~ I j J-, 
• 
by 8 no 
4o The mn.teria.ls first had to be approved by 'the ship 
v 
owners. 
4o ( ) Some of our trees should 1c left standing because: 
. 
1. They are too beautiful to cuto 
• • 
2o They help prevent erosion and floodo 
• • 
3. Shade and protec.tio11 are provided .for the animalso 
. 
4o The,- serve as a reminder o:a: the early history of 
• 
our country before the rs~ a ttlers came~ 
• 
So ( ) 'lM forest rangor' s main du:~ies are: 
. . 
lo ~ protect the an1roals o£ the foresto 
. 
2o To see that no ~art..adians en-vel'" illegally ov r the 
northern bordel .. o 
3 o To be alert for f'ires, Ulegal cut·ting 1 and the 
. 
spread of trea dis¢asas. 
• 
L. o To aQt as guides fO'Z' hunt ra and .tishermeno 
6., ( ) T~ main :pw:,oso for lu;:Ibet"iil.£ :i.n ~et'l England was; 
lo To croato wo_k fo~ the schtlora~ 
. 
2o To build f'or-ts fo11< plotcc·:.,:tou i'l"''m the Indianso 
. . 
3e~ For the buUding o£ shipso 
. 
4o To obtain f.irQ JJ'Ood for the t·r-n·ter monthso 
( ) · The forests of our country \'!ere divided into:. 
. . 
l.o Three regionao 
. . 
3 o Five regions o 
• 
4. Four regions o 
s. { ) One ot the important trees lumbered in the south is 
the: 
• • 
1. White pine • 
. • 
2. c dar • 
. • 
3. Sprue • 
. • 
.. 
4o Yellow pine o 
• 
9o ( ) Th majority of our paper i! dustries ar found in the: 
.. • 
lo Northeast0rn S ··ateso 
. . 
2. Northt1estern States. 
3. Central ltates. 
• 
4e Southeastern S'tateso 
lOo ( ) For the tanning of lea ·her~ .... :1e bark is us d from the: 
• • 
lo C dar and t."lhite p-lneo 
. . 
2~ Cyp as and oako 
3o Spruce and hemlock. 
. . 
4-o Oak and hemlocko 
J. 
. . , 
... _ ....
• 
-----! ll the blank 
/ · ·-.\·i th 
th o ds hie the 8 t nt true. 
• 
s on the bl linea :t .e r ht. Notice 
that these re n: b to oorrespon with the b 
• 
of tl~ blanks in the santenceo 
. 
l o The .fores·t areas of the 
United States are diTided 
into regionao 
2o The most importan~ ·G:rea 
harvested in the northo. "fl 
ro~est is the 2 - pine 0 
The lumbering for this tr~e 
is cArried on in the __ J __ 
imeo 
3 .. Chaetnut~ ~-F!J eJ.ID, _..2...., 
hickory an -o are the 
• 
six kinds of-trees round in" 
the central hardtrood fores·t:; 
4. The pacific forest area in""J 
cluda t:he statey-.a o£ -~ ...... , 
--~s_,_f) and -=o...J.o"'"""""-
l _____ _ 
2 _____ _ 
3 _____ _ 
4 _____ _ 
g-----
i----
9 10 _____ _ 
u ____ ....,  ,,., 
12"-: ·-
J-3 ----. 
14 lS -.--=---...... 
So Wood pulp is 13ed in m~king __..,l$l._o 
• I . 
6o AnothGl• ru:m10 used to idei1t;ify tar~- turpe11tine 1J and 
:resin is n• . • ••• Jl 0 
7..,. In the process of lea tbei:" 't&,nni.A1g the baek of the 12 a~d hemlock is naedo 
S oo. J.3 . pel.. cen·~ of' thG l1A!11ber in the central hardwood 
?orests : ... ave been ,.,-err tt ~r1 Zol'" i.ihe purpose of' clear-
ing lat"..d for £arming" 
9o ia the ma"thod. m~od :1.1'1 replacing timbero 
lOo The Fede~al Govel~ent has established areas called 
----ml.5 __ parks for ~he pro~eetion of the foreetso 
5'1-
I 
, . 
.. . ·;· 
